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Zemfira has not made a statement clarifying her position on the Ukraine crisis.

After she waved a Ukrainian flag on stage Friday at a Tbilisi concert, Russian venues have shut
their doors on beloved rock star Zemfira.

A fan gave the popular songstress, who has been a cult figure in Russia since the late 1990s,
a Ukrainian flag as she performed in the Georgian capital. She then marched around the stage
waving the blue and yellow banner as her fans cheered.

Zemfira has not made a statement clarifying her position on the Ukraine crisis.

Since then, a wave of concert organizers have announced their disinterest in organizing
concerts for her, in the latest instance of an artist being politically scrutinized over
the Ukraine conflict.

The Zemfira scandal burst into the spotlight after Alexei Pushkov, head of the State Duma's
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international affairs committee, polled his Twitter followers Saturday on the appropriateness
of Zemfira's "action." The vast majority said they opposed it.

"Everyone has the right to choose. At one point, residents of Sevastopol made their choice.
Zemfira made hers [on Friday], or perhaps, earlier. I don't think residents of Sevastopol would
support her choice," Sergei Arbuzov, a promoter in the region, told tabloid television channel
LifeNews over the weekend.

"In light of what has happened, I don't think as many people will flock to her concerts [as
before]. As a result, the organizers would suffer losses," said Arbuzov.

Maxim Tatarinov, a promoter from St. Petersburg, told LifeNews that he had likewise
abandoned plans to organize Zemfira's gig in Russia's second city after hearing the news.

"We'd been planning a huge Zemfira concert for this fall. She used to play sold-out concerts
in large venues before. But after what happened [with the Ukrainian flag], my partners and I
changed our minds," said Tatarinov.

Since Russia's annexation of the Crimean Peninsula in 2014 and the ensuing conflict between
Kiev's forces and rebels in Ukraine's turbulent east, artists have been targeted by nationalist
activists on both sides of the dispute.

Andrei Makarevich, front man of iconic Russian rock band Mashina Vremeni ("Time
Machine"), was vilified over his decision to give a concert in a Kiev-held area of east Ukraine.

Russian nationalists crashed his show in September, pummeling audience members with
pepper spray. Lawmakers at the State Duma called last August for Makarevich to be stripped
of various honors bestowed on him by the state.

Numerous Russian venues also canceled scheduled concerts that were set to feature Diana
Arbenina, another Russian rock star that expressed sympathy with Ukraine.

On the other side of the divide, several Russian singers and artists were denied entry
into Ukraine over their pro-Russian stance.

Zemfira is set to headline at Afisha Picnic, one of Moscow's most popular summer festivals,
at the end of July. The organizers have confirmed to The Moscow Times that no changes have
been made to the lineup following the Tbilisi incident.
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